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LHCb kinematic region extends 

to low x, for reasonably high Q2 

 

Use forward heavy flavour data 

to probe the gluon in this 

kinematic region 

Current level of knowledge of gluon is poor 

for x < 10-4 

Charm and beauty masses 

provide hard scales 
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LHCb data in the QCD analysis 

D0,D+,D*+,D+
s,Λc 

0 < pT< 8 GeV, 2.0 < y < 4.5 

 

B0, B+, B0
s  

0 < pT < 40 GeV, 2.0 < y < 4.5 

 

Theory describes data well but with large scale 

uncertainties. 

PROSA study uses single differential fixed order 

NLO calculations for heavy flavours at LHC by 

Nason, Dawson, Ellis 1989 which are very fast 

and so can be input directly to QCD fits.  

They are available as part of the MNR software 

package, Mangano, Nason, Ridolfi 1992, which 

was added to HERAFitter 

They are similar to the FONLL predictions. 



 

5 Scale dependence of the predictions is much reduced if 

normalised cross-sections are used 

μ0=A√(pT
2 +mQ

2) 
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.AQ
r,f =1 for the normalised fit but fthe values are 

free for the absolute fit, to obtain reasonable  χ2 
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absolute 

normalised 

Examples of the fit to LHCb data 

It is clear that scale 

sensitivity is reduced 

when fitting normalised 

spectra 
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The results are 

consistent for the 

normalised and 

absolute cross sections 

The gluon and sea 

uncertainties are 

significantly reduced at 

low x 
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And if we decompose this decrease in the gluon uncertainty we can see that both 

experimental and parametrisation uncertainty have decreased  

However there is still a significant scale uncertainty for the fits to absolute cross 

sections, which is reduced when normalised cross sections are used 
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So in comparison to the plot of global PDFs shown earlier 

And in comparison to other recent 

work on the subject- see talk of R 

Gauld 
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Summary and Conclusions 
 

Use of LHCb open heavy flavour data constrains PDFs at x < 10-4 

 

The gluon is constrained down to x ~5 .10 -6 

 

This can yield improved precision for the estimation of neutrino fluxes produced by 

cosmic rays interacting in the atmosphere– of interest to IceCube 

 

Fits to normalised cross sections have reduced scale uncertainty 

 

Currently using QCD to fixed order at NLO in the FFN scheme– improvements to 

theory  to NNLL /beyond fixed order? What are the implications for ln(1/x) 

resummation? 

 

 



Back-up 
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